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Thursday, May 8, 1978 
"Spring Quarter"-• photo 
-y, by Doug McKay and 
Mike Bade. (Page 2) 
AS Prealdentlal candidate 
Lee AntlN (above) loat the 
general election when t.he 
AS Atty. General nulllftecl 81 
vot• for alleged campaign 
vlolatlona. (Page 2) 
,. 
Eaatern'• track team I•· a 
heavy favorite to win their 
third straight EvCo crown. 
(Page 14) 
Edltorlala ••••••••.•...•••••• 8 
LeHer1; •.•••••••••••••.•••.• 8 
1Survey •••••••••••.•••••••••• 7 




rr OR SMOKING 
OHLIC LIQUID$ 
BUT I DO 
RAVE AN 
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Movies- ·still Banned 
F·rate-rnity Files ·taw Suit 
By Jim Waggoner student group after consulta- , president for student services, Theta Chi Upsilon President 
and Mark Walker tion with the American Civil who ·cons u It ed. Phi 11 i p Lyle Grambo said his group 
Sex film star Linda Lovelace Liberties Union, has asked th~-. Marshall, acting president, did not expect the ad-
won't be featured in her court to render a declaratory before issuing the college's ministration's negative stance, 
scheduled Deep Throat perfor- judgment stating the rights of stance that Deep Throat was and that he is hopeful the 
mance tomorrow at the PUB, both parties. obscene, the complaint says. court's decision will be 
but the legality of the EWSC Schuchart contends in the · d . d ·H . . h · favorable. Pr---dent of Theta Chi u-alon 
. d · · t t" , t b . Lamp ·a vise a1g1e t at .. 1 d , h h . d ~ r-a. mm? ~a ~~n s -rf~e~ .;nd complaint that the defendants under Supreme Court stan- . . 0~ t s~e t y t e a - Lyle Grambo now awaits a 
~m~S o t ~ t mew• t e ;c1 e .. at no time ~ave the plaint!ffs dards the film's legal status is ~m1~t~t1on ee ~ thedy have decision from the court on 
in UJ?enor o~r a ter a an opportumty for a hearing t e ng . t to come man censor whether or not ,, Deep Throat" 
fraternity filed smt Tuesday. on why space was refused." still unknown, and that EWSC entertainment of the student's or "The Devil in Miss Jones" 
The colle~e a~d ,Bo~rd of The ACLU had agreed last trus_tees could bo liable if the w!shes and I hope the ,~ourts will be shown on Eastern'• 
Trustees, ~h1ch _d1dn t view the week to represent the fraterni'- fes~1val was permitted. . will prove them wrong. Campas. 
~h~ta Ch~ U ps1lo~ s~?nsored ty and had proposed a meeting · 
. ri1thy Film Festival. before with assistant State Attorney 1111....lo· Alcohol on 8th of Ma 
It s controversial banmng, are General John Lamp. n . . y 
defendents in the fraternity's ACLU state-wide executive I . 
co~pl_aint which c~ntends director David Harrison dis- By R_ay Spanjer . · prohibitio~ applies to any and see is a few students creating a 
their rights under the Fust and. cussed the matter with the Entertaanment Editor all functions open to the forfeiture of what can be a 
Fourteenth_ Admendments state official and immediate Al Ogden, campus disciplin~- - public, such as entertainment,. good time." · 
have been violated. court action was the consensus officer, made it clear in a _dances, athletic events and to lssel said that those people 
At t O rne Y Fred M · opinion. meeting held this Monday that the out-of-doors on any part participating in the festivities 
Sc~uchart, :-Vh0 filed t~e com- The ACLU is not a plaintiff there would be absolutely no of campus." who are not Eastern students 
plaint and 1s representing the in· the action. alcohol drinking permitted on 
I 
There ar_e _also several state will be handled differently 
Custodian Victim 
of Heart· Attack 
Forty-two-year-old Delbert 
Lee Gibson of West 207 24th 
Street in Spokane suffered a 
fatal heart attack last 
Thursday while working in 
Pearce Hall. 
Gibson was stricken while 
performing custodial duties on 
the second floor of the dorm. 
Attempts by attendants 
from the Student Health 
Center to revive the custodian 
failed. 
Gibson had been a member 
of the Physical Plant custodial 
staff since January of I 971. 
By Steve Hanna 
Assistant Editor 
Lee Antics said Monday he 
will cease his efforts to regain 
the 6 I votes taken away from 
him during last week's A.S. 
General Election. 
An ties, who lost by I 2 votes 
(568-556) to Jerry Howe in the 
presidential race, would have 
won had it not been for the 
nullified votes. 
Michael S. Dills, director of 
elections, disqualified the 
votes last Wednesday because 
of alleged campaign 
violations. 
Antles, along with two of his 
supporters, outgoing A.S. 
President Tom Hampson and 
Jegislator Chris Hickey, 
objected to the manner in 
which Dills handled the situa-
tion and questioned his 
authority to make such a · 
ruling. · 
The three aired their 
grievances at a meeting Mon-
day with Howe and two of his 
supporters, legislators Bruce 
Ellis and Louis Musso. Dills 
was also present at the meeting 
along with Daryl Hagie. vice-
president of stl;ldent services, 
and Assistant Attorney 
General John Lamp. 
The meeting was held in art 
effort to resolve the problem, 
but yielded no results. Antics, 
whose only alternative was to 
take the matter to the A.S . . 
Superior Court, later decided 
to drop the issue. 
Last Wednesday the con-
troversy emerged when Dills 
di sallowed absentee ballots 
Page 2 
"The quicker it is resolved campus this Saturday during laws pertammg to consump- than those who are students of 
the better for everyone in- the Second Annual 8th of May tion of liquor by minors and the college., 
volved," said Lamp from his Celebration. · furnishing liquor to minors. Visitors, if apprehended, 
Spokane office last Friday. According to Campus Safe- will be handled through 
The matter is expected to ~gden, Campus. S_afety of- ty Chief Barney lssel about Cheney Justice Court rather 
enter court action within two ficia:s and Pu:. Directort Curt eight Campus.Safety 9fficials, than the College Discipline Of-
weeks to a month, said Huf met to tscuss en orce- various student patrolmen and ficer gden. 
Schuchart. ment proced_ures to be used ?n four uniformed Cheney S R~ Chairman and coor-
Scheduled as part of the 8th Saturday ~~th k SA:B ~hatr- policemen will be stationed on di,nator of the celebration, 
of May celebr'ation, the man Dan ar an ot ers. and around the0utskirtsofthe Dan Clark, said he expects a 
festival was to show the film Quoting the Washington campus. large turn'out Saturday. He 
Deep Throat or The Devil in State Liquor Law, Ogden said ''If we see liquor we will ask expressed concern about Cam- . 
Miss Jones according to the that Eastern would abide by them to take if off campus," pus Safety officers controlling 
complaint. the law of the land, even if it said Chief Barney lssel, "If things in the after-dark hours. 
The issue was initiated on gets messy. they make an issue out of it we "Yeah, it could get pretty 
April 5 when the fraternity The Washington State law will have to back it up." messy after dark," Ogden 
asked for and received space to states, "'No person shall open "If enough people want to agreed. "We'll just haye to 
show the films from PUB a package containing liquor or have a good time," ·ogden give, it our best shot and if our 
manager Curt Huff. consume liquor · in a public added, "they will make an ef- best sho:t doesn't work this 
The move met rigid opposi- place." fort to see that things are kept will probably be the last· 8th of 
tion from Daryl Hagie, vice The law also states, "This cool. The last thing I want to May Cele~ration." 
WHO REALLY WON? 
returned from the Inter-
collegiate Nursing Center after 
investigating violations 
reported to him by Howe and 
·Ellis. 
. According to Dills, a desk at 
the _nursing center in Spokane 
had been changed into a 
polling place, signs and cam-
paign material were within fif-
ty feet of the polling area and 
absentee ballots were random-
ly distributed. 
All of ~hese findings are in 
.violation of the A.S. Constitu-
tion, Dills said, and all were 
done through the efforts of 
supporters of Antics. 
Antics claimed at the 
meeting that he had asked 
Dills the previous Monday 
about what procedures to 
follow at the nursing center. 
He said Dills answered that it 
was too "arbitrary." 
The Easterner 
Dills flatly denied ever 
saying the word "arbitrary" or 
anything to that effect. · 
Antles also charged that 
Dills had been "pre'ssured by 
Howe and Ellis into making 
.the ruling." 
Dills also denied that 
charge, saying he received 
pressure from both sides but 
neither side had any effect on 
his ruling. 
Antles expressed dismay 
about the fact he was accused 
without being asked about his 
side of the story. 
Dills responded that he fell 
it wasn't necessary because his 
own jnvestigation was 
thorough. 
Antles cited several reasons 
for dedding not to pursue the 
mat t'er further. "We could 
have probably taken it to court 
and won," Antles said, 0 but 
Tom, Chris and I -have had 
enough crap this year and we 
simply do~'t have the time." 
Antles said another factor in 
his decision not to ·challenge 
,' the ruling made by Dills was 
that Bruce Ellis had mentioned 
the possiblity of the county 
prosecutor making charges of 
violations of state ele~tion 
laws .• . ' 
Antles also pointed out that 
only three of the seven A.S. 
Superior Court Justice 
pqsitions are currently filled. 
Appointments made by 
Hampson to fill the additional 
position required for a 
quorum would be rejected by 
the Howe-Ellis controlled 
legislature, resulting in a 
political stalemate, Antles 
said. 
"The campus is now under 
the direction of the Ellis-
Howe-M usso machine," said 
Antics, "It's too bad the 620 
people that voted for me won't 
.be represented." • 
May"6, 1976 
' 
BQT. Adopts Comp10mise 
by Mark Walker 
News Editor 
Eastern's Board of Trustees 
have ended the controversial 
subject of Service and Ac-
tivities fees budgeting this year 
by adopting a compromise 
proposal worked out by AS 
government and the ad-
ministration. 
The Trustees adopted the 
compromise solution last 
Thursday with the stipulation 
it be reviewed at the end of 
each year. 
A 60-40 split now provides 
the framework fot budgeting 
all S&A fees for both student 
and departmentally related 
budgets. 
Sixty per cent of the fees, 
(after bond payments) are to 
be allocated by the AS 
legislature who will make 
recommendations to the 
Board after receiving 
recommendations from the AS 
president. 
The legislature will be 
responsible for such budgets as 
the Contemporary Issues 
Bureau, Black Student Union, 
Native American Indian Club, 
Hawaii Club and Foregin 
Students. 
Departmentally related 
budgets will be set by a com-
mittee comprised of the · AS 
legislature's financial affairs 
committee, five "'financially 
disinterested" faculty 
members to be appointed by 
the Academic Senate, and 
other~. who will serve in an ex-
officio non-voting capacity. 
That committee. will s,~nd 
recomm~ndations. on budget 
requests from such 
departments .... as music and 
drama to the Board for final 
approval. 
The ouline adopted 
stipulates that the legislature 
.. may make recommendations 
on the payment of bonds and 
bond negotiation to the Board 
of Trustees." 
- Many legislators wanted 
that particular addition in the 
proposal because of the situa-
tion concerning _ bond 
payments on Isle Hall. 
Even though Isle Hall was 
reclassified as · an .academic 
building after the PUB was 
constructed, payments are ~till 
drawn from S&A fees, an ap-
parent violation of state 
statute prohibiting those 
m o n i es be i n g u s e d f.o r 
academic buildings. 
Later, the Trustees awarded 
a general construction con-
tract amounting to $1,!487,491 
to the R. Redding Construe.-
lion Company of Spokane .for 
the censtruction of the yet-to-
be-approved new fieldhouse. 
T he state I e g'i s I at u re's 
budget committee met Jast 
month on Eastern's campus 
and gave tentative approval to 
fieldhouse construction . . The 
committee, however, lacked a 
quorum to give final approval. 
citing the Federal Manpower · Hampson informed the 
Act:' Trustees who called for a 
He was referring to the elec- review of the document before 
trical wiring subcontracted by considering any amendments. 
the Redding firm. Trustee Ronald E. Robin-
Board members chose to son told the meeting he would 
table awarding the bid. Later, make .. his annual speech" 
Assistant Attorney General against passage of faculty 
John Lamp, the college's at- :,olidays for ' next year .. unless 
torney, assured the Trustees t.he birthdate of Dr. Martin 
the bidding process was legal. Luther King is included." 
.. The low bidder has a better The holiday schedule was 
Affirmative Action record passed with Robinson voting 
than the other budders, I against it after his request to 
think," Lamp informed the include King's January 15th 
Board. birthday was rejected. 
Upon Lamp's advice the bid Regarding the request in-
was awarded to the Redding eluded in the compromise 
firm. agreement between EWSC and 
Proposed amendments . to the Black Student Union, the 
the AS constitution failed to Board passed a revised resolu-
pass with Board approval tion requiring top ad-
largely because of opposition minstrators to participate in 
of the administration. h um an / race re I at ions 
. Dr. Daryl Hagie, vice presi- workshops next 'fall. 
dent for student services, The resolution originally 
recommended that the • Board · stated the Trustees would at-
, reject the amendments. This tend the workshops. The¥ 
move was supported by former Passed · an a mend men t , 
AS President Tom Hampson. however, which states they will 
•·The AS· consitution reaks," ··make a good faith effort to 
complete· the wo~kshops." 
Soviet Navy Cuts Noted 
WASHINGTON - A Library of Congress study has found that 
the number of ships built for the Soviet navy has declined sub-
stantially in recent years, portending a possible reduction in the 
,ize of the Soviet fleet. 
The study, prepared for the Senate Budget Committee, 
reported that in the 1969-1976 period, an average number of 17.4 
ships were delivered annually to the Soviet navy. This was 
less than half the delivery rate of 45.5 ships annually during the 
1958-1968 period, when the Soviet navy was engaged in a large-
scale bu.ildup. 
Nixon Battles Court Again 
WASHINGTON - Former President Richard M. Nixon took 
his case over the return of his papers and tapes to the Supreme 
Court Monday. He said a law that permitted seizure of the 
materials was .. an unprecedented invasion" by Congress of 
presidential independence. · 
Nixon, while still president, had fought before the Supreme 
Court to keep his tapes private. He lost that fight and this is his 
first return to the- high court. · 
The new battle ·is a challenge to the constitutionality of a law, 
passed after Nixon resigned, by which control and custody of the 
42 million documents and 5,000 hours of tapes of the Nixon ad-
ministration sent to the government. 
··1t is difficult to conceive of a more intrusive form of control 
by one branch of government than dominance of the confiden-
tial, internal communications and files of a co-equal branch," 
Nixon said in asking the court to take jurisdiction. 
Film Sparks Furor 
MOSCOW The vice president of the University of Idaho 
regents criticized the Moscow Chamber of Commerce for its 
request to ban further distribution of a documentary on 
homosexuality filmed by the campus television station. 
A. L.J ., Lewiston, said •·the chamber's intent seems not to be 
re_view but censorship." 
Meanwhile, the president of the chamber, James DeMeerleer 
said the group will have a closed meeting next Monday to decide 
whether lo actually send the resolution on the documentary to 
the board of regents. · 
Hughes ·Heir Acquitted · 
HAWTHORNE, NEV. - Melvin Dummar, a service station 
operator named as a beneficiary int-he purported will of Howard 
~ R. Hughes, was tried and cleared of a forgery charge here in 
~ 1969, authorities said Monday. 
•~ Mineral County Dist. Atty. Larry Bettis said Dummar was 
~charged with forging a $251 paycheck but the charge was later 
~ dropped. Bettis said that after a three-day trial, jurors voted I 0-2 
<::> to acquit Dummar and the prosecution and defense agreed to a 
EWSC's Board of Trustees met in the PUB last week to adopt, dismissal. 
among other tlimgs, a compromise S&A fees spending proposal. Interviewed at his station in Willard, Utah, on Monday night. 
Dummar noted he had not been found guilty of anything. 
Bu. ~netDeaJ'1·ne-.,_ Set ··Everybody makes mistakes," he said when asked about the U ~ - U ·I) forgery charge and a cou!,lt of possessing stolen property. Both 
Deadline for submitting all 
b u d get re q u es t s fo r t h e 
academic year 1976-77 · has 
been set at May 10. · 
All student groups and 
Catapult eos,s 
Need Correction 
Last week The Easterner 
report0ed tha the EWSC · 
catapult entered in the Annual 
Keg Toss was constructed at a 
cost of $3,500. 
This figure, although quoted 
from a catapult team member, 
is incorrect. 
. . . charges were dismissed. 
orgamzat1ons are to complete - Ab rt • B B d 
request forms and r~turn them o. ion- an arre 
to the AS offices, third floor of 
the Pence Union Building. _ WASHINGTON - The Senate rejected an effort to amend the 
The AS legislature will be Constitution to bar abortions, voting 47 to 40 against putting the 
conducting budget hearings on issue to a final vote. 
all budget requests submitted The action turned back a move by Sen. Jesse Helms, and 
later this month. others opposed to legalized abortions to include a .. right to life,. 
. Budgets to be allocated _by 
the legislature include such 
groups as the Black Student 
Union, Native American In-
dian Club, Hawaii Club, 
Foreign Students, Social Ac-
tivities Review Board, 
Contemporary Issue Bureau, 
and the Women's Commis: 
s1on. 
Budgets passed by the . 
legislature are subject to final 
1pproval by the Board of 
frustees. 
provision in the Constitution. 
Helms told senators that in voting against bringing up his 
proposal for formal consideration they were actually voting to 
kill it. 
He said the vote .. will be viewed by millions of Americans as a 
vote against the rotection of the life of the unborn." 
Send your Mother a 
Although awaiting final ap- . 
proval. the college has gone 
ahead with construction plan-
ning and awarding of bids, in-
dicating approval is imminent. 
According to Prof. Dean 
Martin of Industrial Educa-
tion and Technology, $258.89 
was considered non-returnable 
revenue spent on the construc-
tion and transportation of 
EWSC's catapurt. 
. About $2,500 worth of lead 
was returned to Bunker Hill 
Mines, as were the railroad ties 
and large beam used in con-




PEN MOM'S D', f 
10-1 
. 
Delivery to Spokane, Cheney, Med. Lake 
and surrounding areas 
Chet& Flowers Shortly before the bid was awarded, an individual atten-
dihg the meeting told the 
Board, 0 if Aztec electric gets 
the bid, then Intermountain 
Construction will file a protest 
May 6, 19.76 
Most of the non-returnable 
revenue' was spent on steel and 
gasoline, according to Dr. 
Martin. 
Women's Week has been 
·escheduled for May 17-21 in-
stead of May 3-7. The ·•co-
Respondents .. have been 
rescheduled for May 18. 
The Easterner 
111 I Pine 
Cheney 
235-4918 







Lunch Menu May 10-14 
All You Can Eat for $1.25 
Featuring these fine dl1hn 
French Dip/ Au Jus, Ham-Potato Casserole, Tuna Salad 
Sand. 
TUES.-
Hamburgers, Cheese fondue, Fruit Salad Bowl/Nut Brd. 
WED.-
Enchiladas, Bologna Sand, Tuna Salad Bowl 
THURS.-
Pizza, Navy Beans & Ham, Meat Salad Bowl 
FRI.-
Cornbeef on Rye, Macaroni & Cheese, Russian Salad 
359-2530 
SUMMER JOBS! 
Did Your Job Bore 
You Last Summer? 
Were You programmed to Use your 
back instead ·of Your Head? 
If you like chalienging Work 
that Pays Really Well 
APPLY IN PERSON 
THURSDAY, MAY 13 
at 4:00 or 7:00 pm SHARP! 
Room 3K PUB 
Relocation Probable 
7th of May 
s1 Pitchers 
(From 3 to 5 pm) 
For Mentally Retarded 
Lakeland Programs Started 
By Liz Viall 
Staff Writer 
The hild Development 
enter at W i starting a 
group of training program for 
mentally retarded students at 
Lakeland Village and om-
munity ollege District No. 17 
in Spokane. 
The procedures have been 
approved by the State Human 
Rights mmi i n and will 
be supervi ed by Dr. Donald 
McMani , profe sor of app lied 
psychology at Ea tern. 
The four program ·, which 
were developed by graduate 
s tud ents at EWSC, are 
Rehear al Training, Conser-
vation Training, Multipl e 
lassification, a nd Transitive 
Inference Training. They are 
designed to develop basic lear-
ning and reasoning abilities. 
The Rehearsal Training 
program will deal with the 
ability to remember the names 
of objects. 
"Retardates have a 
breakdown in memory 
process," said Chuck 
Christensen, graduate student. 
"They don't use strategic . 
behaviors." 
Adults will look at a name 
or number and consciously or 
unconsciously repeat it to 
themselves. A retardate 
doesn't realize how rehearsal 
The Easterner 
relates to remembering. 
The Rehearsal Training 
begins with a pretest, followed 
by eight day of training in 
which the tudenl is told to 
rehearse orally , in a whisper, 
and then silently. A post-test 
on the ame level as the 
prete t, will show how much 
they have learned. 
hristensen' tra1n1ng 
program will involve two 
experimental and two control 
group , one of each being nor-
mal - and the other retardates. 
All tudenls will have mental 
ages of approximately eight 
years . 
The control groups will not 
receive training. They will only 
be given the pre-and post-tests. 
The two trained groups will 
be given a followup test after 
three or four months to deter-
mine how much of the strategy 
is retained. 
"One question we want to 
answer is will a normal, with a 
mental age of eight, retain 
more than a 25-year-old retar-
date with a mental age of 
eight?" said Christensen. 
The other programs deal 
with numbers, spatial 
relationships, comparisons of 
length , width, and height 
classification of objects, and 
right-left relationships. 
In addition to Chuck 
Ch ri ten en, the graduate 
students involved with these 
programs are Ted Fabre, Nan-
cy Sexton, Marsha 
Blasingame, and James 
Chant ler. 
"We hope that the training 
program will lead to the 
making of some ort of 
training kit to remediate 
deficients and help relardate 
improve their learning kills," 
said hristen. en. 
Hea ri n-g Test 
Now Available 
Hearing diagnostic testing is 
now available from the 
Eastern Washington State 
Co llege Speech and Hearing 
Clinic, Dr. Dorvan 
Breitenfeldt, clinic director, 
said. 
Tests are by appointment 
Tuesday mornings from 9 to 
noon and Thursday after-
noons fro111 I to 3. 
The diagnoses are part of 
the advanced training of 
EWSC students majoring in 
speech therapy, Dr. 
Breitenfeldt said, and are done 
under the direction and super-
vision of an audiologist. 
Minimum fees are charged but 
fee waivers may be arranged in 





(From 5 to 7 prn) 
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I 'r • 4 t ... ~ • I , Y 
· Debbie . Crawford 
of Drssler Hall WON 
r ;:;~ -•-" . - • .. _ ... ,., ..• 
, •:~ A ; . I{ ri .. 
$100 Gift 
Certificate · 
of t)vf OSMAN'S 
CLOTHIERS 
The booksale in the PUB will raise money for AFT court costs. 
Funds Raised for AFT Suit 
The American Federation of 
Teachers local 1823 has been 
forced to delay the filing of a 
"Bicentennial Lawsuit" for at 
least one month. 
The A FT is filing the suit 
against Eastern 's Board of 
Trustees over the right to 
bargain collectively in salary 
negotiations. Currently, facul-
ty at four-year colleges are the 
only state employees denied 
such rights. 
court around the first of June. 
Right now, our lawyers need 
more time to put the case 
together," Stone said. 
Last weekend the AFT held 
it' s state convention in Seattle 
where a resolution sponsored 
by Eastern's student represen-
tative to the AFT, Betsy Selfe, 
was adopted . 
The resolution directs the 
state executive board to 
" ... provide support in the form 
of financial aid, donated labor, 
and/or publicity for EWSC 
AFT's Bicentennial Lawsuit." 
The A FT now represents 62 
per cent of Eastern's faculty, 
or a total of 213 members. 
The AFT has received two 
checks totalling $ 1000 from 
C entral's chapter of the A FT 
and is expecting additional 
s upport from other state 
colleges, including $400 from 
Evergreen State College, $1500 
from Western, and $200 from 
Yakima Community College. 
The cause of the delay is an 
I I-page document sent to 
AFT President Wes Stone by 
Spokane attorney Mark Vovos 
requesting additional informa-
tion before pursuing the 
matter in court. Vovos 1s 
representing the A FT. 
Twenty members of 
Eastern 's A FT were in atten-
dance at the state meeting, 
where they received 
"enthusiastic support" in their 
efforts to achieve collective 
bargaining. 
To supplement the costs of 
going to court, the A FT spon-
sored a bookdrive and 
received I, 100 books from 
faculty and students. 
Coordinated by Betsy Selfe, 






"We will probably be 
"We now expect the case to 
be in court for al least one 
year,'' Stone said. 
a S .,.· .. ,·.,. - ,, 
. --~ . -
with the purchase of each new ti.re 
Dex Bailey, Free. Gas Formula: 
· A60x13" ••• $32.95 -
G&0x14" a a • $37.95 
L&0x15" • • • $42a95 
.+ f.E.T. +· 5 Gaiso Gas Free with each tire! 






e INSTALL BRAKE SHOES 
ON ALL 4 ,WHEELS 
e TURN DRUMS 
e .REBUILD CYLINDERS 
e ADD FLUID . 
e INSPECT COMPLETE 




7 D!SC . BRAKE 
SPECIAL! 
Front Disc· & Rear Drum 
$5995 
e INSTALL DISC PADS 
e INSTALL BRAKE SHOES 
e TURN 2 ROTORS 
e TURN 2 DRUMS 
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Mav 6, 1976 The Easterner Page 5 
It I• the pollcy "'. tflla 
newepaper to print all tiatten 
to the editor In the form In 
which they are eubmltted. 
Poaalble exceptlone wlll be 
made . when legal 
ramlflcat1o·n.• prohibit • 
letter'• complete reproduc-
tion. 
In caae of anonymoue 
aubmlulons, the edltoital · 
staff r-rv• the right to 
exerclae Ila own ludgment In 




I would like to comment 
on the prohibition against 
the consumption of alcohol 
in public places, i.e. func-
tions such as live entertain-
activity. Last year the Vets 
Co-op sponsored a Picnic at 
Badger Lake, on property 
owned by EWSC, which was 
basically a large kegger with 
live music. My question Is 
this: Will the consumption of 
alchoholic beverages be 
_ allowed on EWSC property 
during the picnic or does the 
law only apply to those areas 
of EWSC property which are 
in daily use by students and 
administration? 
I am not trying to say that 
the law should be dis-
regarded but only that if its 
going to be strictly enforced 
by Campus Safety then they 
should not turn their back on 
some events which advocate 
drinking and enforce others 
because of public concern 
and/or location. 
Linda Adler ment , dances, athletic 
events and the out-of-doors 
on campus. I realize the Whetting the Edge 
main concern of Campus Dear Editor: 
Safety is the 8th of May The members of the 
celebration on Saturday. Women's Commission ask 
It is well known that in the all women to boycott the wet 
past there has been quite a T-shirt contest because it 
bit of drinking at the celebra- demeans, degrades and 
tion and that this year Cam- ridicules the female. 
pus Safety is going to try Sincerely, 
their best to avert this illegal Women's Commission 
OKA.Y . ~RR'/ , I 
. ---- t~~/fo ti 
~- ~, · RIGI-\T lHAN I AM-
"Pray For Rain" 
By Doug Sly 
Managing Editor 
The 8th of May celebration may not be worth attending 
after the administration is through enforcing its patern~I 
codes on the activities originally scheduled for this Saturday. 
College Discipline Officer •uncle' Al Ogden has been 
> attempting to flood the student media with the college rules 
pertaining to the on-campus consumption of alcoholic 
beverages. 
Ogden says he intends to see that the laws are enforced, 
but. no one will know how strict Campus Safety and the 
Cheney P .D. will be until the day of the celebration. 
Ogden leaves himself in a precarious position because the 
laws were not enforced strictly last year. Students have 
begun to look upon Ogden's statements as the ad-
minstration's annual "threats." 
One thing is for certain. If it is ~ warm day and a lot af 
students show up for what few activities are still allowed, 
security personnel will be operating in an extremely touchy 
situation. As Campus Safety head Barney lssel said this 
week, "Pray for rain." 
The administration also managed to cancel the "Filthy 
Film Festival" scheduled for this Friday. Two of the movies 
have been labeled "obscene" by the administration. 
The unkindest cut of all is the Women's Commission's 
attempt to foil the "Wet T-Shirt Contest". 
The Easterner's photo editor is still optimistic about 
covering the "Wet T-Shirt Contest!" He's also quite relieved 
that the Women's Commission decided not to hold a wet 
jock contest. 
Maybe this Saturday will be a nice day to go fishing. The 
fish don't mind when or where you drink, or how perverted 
your mind is, or how wet your T-shirt Is. 
The fish know it's nobody's business but your own. 
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Dear Editor, ~ 
It would be ppreclated if 
you would pub .lsh this letter 
for the atte~tlon of the 
public. ~ 
In the Gra uate Bulletin 
1976-77, there s a statement 
which reads: "±It is the policy 
of Eastern Wa hington State 
College that n discrimina-
tion on the gr9unds of race, 
color, religion, sex, age or 
national origin will exist in 
any area of thl
1
s college." 
There is als~ a statement 
about reside t status as 
follows: "The erm 'resident 
student' shall I ean full-time 
students who Have lived con-
tinuously in Washington 
State for at le st one calen-
dar year prior to the date of 
their registrat on; and who 
show evidenc~ during that 
time that the~ have come to 
Washington t reside and in-
tend to remai ." 
Strangely ~: nough, those 
foreign stude ts who have 
lived here for ore than one 
year still have to pay out-of-
state tuition., Since foreign 
students hav to pay taxes, 
as do local students, why 
can't they e1joy the same 
privilege as lor al students do 
on tuition fee . 
Is it fair for foreign _ 
students ~o bl obligated as a 
tax payer and to be 
exempted fr m the equal 
rights provid d for resident 
students? t 
Please re ember, there 
are many Am rican stud~nts 
studying in foreign coun-
tries. If they ~njoy the same 
privilege as J...local students 
do, then isn t it fair for the 
school authority who 
proclaims t~~t "EWSC has 
both a mo~~I and a legal 
responsibility . to eliminate 
discriminati~n among .. . " to 
provide simi'lar benefits for 
foreign studf nts studying in 
America? 
Take Taiw n for example, 
there are about 1,000 foreign 
students, mostly American, 
studying on that island. Most 
of them enjoy the tuition 
waiver and/or scholarship, 
not to mention sharing the 
same rights and privileges 
as the local students. 
On the occasion of 
America's 200th birthday, I 
would like to remind some 
people of the noble principle 
of equality set up by your 
pioneer fathers. Thank you. 
Happy Birthday America. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Chen 
Clear .the fog 
Dear Sirs: 
· We, the citizens and 
residents of the city of 
Spokane and surrounding 
area, have been subjected to 
a most deplorable situation. 
We have witnessed our 
freedom of privacy and right 
to be free from the harass-
ment of government search 
and seizure without due 
cause flagrantly and dis-
respectfuly abused. · 
The random search as 
performed by the Spokane 
Police department at the 
coliseum rock concert on 
April 15 cannot be tolerated 
by law abiding citizens. To 
tip our hats and condone 
such atrocities will prove to 
be a grave error. It is to be 
granted that since the law 
does not allow the 
smuggling of contraband 
into the coliseum that per-
sons doing so should be 
caught and punished. 
This fact is not up for 
debate. But the methods and 
cost to law abiding citizens 
' -
must be debated. We must 
check our course and see to 
it that we do not let ourselves 
fall into the trap of giving all 
of our freedoms away 
because of the antics of 
· thieves · and law breakers. 
England fell into this folly 
when she felt that it was her 
right as the ruling g9vern-
ment to search law a~iding 
ih 
American colonies in order 
to catch criminals. It was 
because of this disrespect 
for their rights that the 
colonists revolted and won 
their. independence. 
The philosophy that the 
end , catching criminals, 
justifies the means, taking 
away the rights and 
harassing a group of society 
could not be accepted by 
thinking men of our past. 
Neither can it be accepted 
by thinking men of today. 
Our forefathers in their 
wisdom knew th.at a· free 
people are a strong people. 
England learned that an 
abused and harassed peo-
ple are insolent and dis-
respectful of the law that 
claims to protect them. 
We must turn back from 
our course of disrespect and 
abuse of citizen rights and 
fr.eedoms and hold to the 
course of a free and law 
abiding society. 
Criminals when caught 
should be punished with 
punishment fit for the crime. 
A strong and sound 
.deterrent against crime 
would serve us better than 
does mild reprimanding and 
then turning unrepenting 
criminals back Into society. 
These criminals then 
cloud the issues for our 
leaders and cause them to 
make mistakes like the one 
at the coliseum. 
No matter how clouded 
the issues are or become we 
must exercise wisdom and 
strength in order to keep our 
freedoms. Our leaders must 
clear away the fog from their 
_eyes and realize that 
criminals when caught 
should be punished. And 
that .law abiding citizens 
must not be harassed and 
their rights and freedoms 
must be protected. 
·Yours Truly, 
R. Allen Hirts 
West 13Q3 10th 
Spokan~, Wash. 
May 6, 1976 
YOUNG 
KNIGHT 
. May 6 1976 
.. ,, j. ~ 
Should Faculty HaVE! 
Collective Bargaining? :;" 
DO YOU FEEL THE EWSC FACULTY SHOULD 
HAVE THE RIGHT TO BARGAIN COLLECTIVELY 
WlrrH THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ON MATTERS 
CONCERNING SALARIES AND WORKING 
CONDITIONS? 
Vicki Count•, FrNhman: Yes, because it affects the money situation of 
EWSC, and we are the ones that are financing the school and it also gives a 
more rounded opinion. 
Dan Stanton, Senior, Sociology: Who knows better the needs of the faculty 
than the faculty. All faculty are welcome to come to the Vet's Coop 2nd An-
nual Picnic. Tickets will be available up to May 13 1n the PUB. 
Mark Walker, Freehman, Journallem: Collective bargaining appears to be 
the only way Eastern's faculty can obtain equitable salaries. I am supportive 8 
of the American Federation of Teachers' efforts in achieving the right to 
bargain collectively in salary negotiations. 
Albert Berta, Junior, Buelneu: No way. The last thing EWSC faculty · 
members need Is · more power. Perhaps students should be allowed to 
collectively barga~n for their grades. 
Lance Obra: Freehman, Enjoyment: But of course, if we students have the 
right to go to school and pay tuition, they have the right to voice their beliefs 
In matters concerning their lives. 
Duffy Mark Romero, FrNhman, Bu1ln-: Hell yes, I don't see why the 
EWSC faculty should be subject to a double standard method of bargaining 
oblivious to choice. 
EIINn Young, Junior, P.E.: I feel that working conditions and salaries should 
be discussed by both because it affects the financial situation of the entire 
school. 
LIN Solomon, FrNhman, Radio-TV, Recreation: Definitely yes. The faculty 
should be allowed certain rights along with everyone else. They should be 
allowed to voice their opinions about their working conditions, be heard, and 
be given serious conslderatio:i. 
Chrl• Knight, Senior, Urban and Regional Planning: Yes. Non-professional 
people have the right to bargain collectively and to deny professional people 
the right is discrimination. 
Ken Oleon, Graduate Student, Counaellng: Any matter that concerns a per-
son's working conditions and salaries is important, rightfully so, and should 
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SvRI G -
l'o ri'>l' or moll' -,uddenh 
and lightly; as. to spri ng 
into the air ; leap. jump, or 
hound; a'>, lo spout, gush, 
or hur<,t forth; 
I-to come into being; to 
- ari'>c In gro't\th, as from a 
..,l'ed or germ , hulb, or 
root; to gro\-1-, as plants; 
procel•d or ongmate, as 
from a source or cause; 
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- the act or time of 
-,pringing ; I he first <,ca son 
of thl· vear, in N. America 
taken as comprising 
.\larch, April, and M<1y, 
foll on ing \Vint er and 
preceding Summer; 
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-the time beginning after 
the ,ernal equino\. and 









• • • A Time 
for 
Relaxation 
Korean Style Karate 
Offered In Cheney 
A Martial Arts Club 
featuring the Korean style of 
karate is being offered for the 
first time in Cheney. The club 
is sponsored by the Tang Soo 
Do Karate Institute of 
Spokane. It is a non-profit 
organization. 
Instructor of the club is 
EWSC graduate, Les 
Dunwoodie, who 'holds a 
black belt in karate. 
Dunwoodie said that the 
Korean style differs from 
Japanese style in that the 
emphasis is on strong leg at-
tack techniques. One can also 
learn the Korean style faster. 
.. This form of Korean mar-
tial arts was studied and used 
by the Korean Army, one of 
the most feared troops in the 
world," said Dunwoodie. 
There are nine degrees of 
belts in this style of karate. 
Only five to seven people in 
the worid hold the highest'. 
degree. 
Dunwoodie stressed that 
this is not just a man's sport, 
everyone is welcome. 44This is . 
one of the few arts that you 
don't get too old for," he said. 
. The classes which began this 
week, are held on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from 2 to 4 
p.m: The meeting will be held 
in the wrestling room in Phase I 
II. A $10 fee pays for equip-
ment. 
ABOVE: Students assist one 
another in stretch exercises 
emphasizing control . 
BELOW LEFT & RIGHT: 
Students demonstrat.e strong 
leg attack techniques that 
differentiate the Japanese style 
of karate from the Korean 
style. 
The 5th Annual 
JOB SympOsillm 
Sponsored by Alpha -~~ppa PSI Business Fraternity 
THURSDAY, MAY 6, ·10-12 am Pet' Se-rvice Offe_red 
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· Kingston Hall Auditorium A discount spay and neuter 
service formed by a local 
,group of volunteers will be 
offered to low and limited in-
come pet owners on a six-week 
trial basis, according to 
Christie Bruntlett, spoke~per-
son for the Cheney Spay and 
Neuter Program. 
Excused Convocation for T.he Business School 
' Topics Are: 
•What are employers looking for in 
(EWSC) Graduates? 
• What are the problems with careers .. 
the rewards? 
•What is the Job you think you want 
really like? 
The emphasis pla~ed on the 
.. trial basis" illustrated Ms. 
Bruntlett's fears that par-
ticipating veternarians will 
withdraw froJ!l the program ,if 
higher income pet owners take 
---------@fl3-----------
Ttie6r-eat0penilia 
You are invited to the celebration of 
Ms. Moustache, Cheney's first young 
women's apparel shop, on Thursday, 
Friday & Saturday ... May 6, 7, B. 
Refreshments will be served 
Door prizes .daily 
$100 in gift certificates 
20% off Bare Bottoms jeans- 5 styles 
20% off Beeba Creations- summer tops 
Plus ... Month End Bargains 
Open Thurs. & Fri. 10- 9 Sat. 10-6 
--------------'.!~>--------•------
. The Easterner .. 
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., 
advantage of . the subsidized 
rates. 
.. Persons who wish to learn 
if they qualify for the program 
should make an appointment 
with us," said Ms. Bruntlett. 
.. If the vets feel . the program is 
being abused, they will scratch 
their participation in the 
program." 
.. Only a small percentage of 
the cats and ~dogs born each 
year are destined f Qr a com-
plete life expectancy because 
there are not enough caring 
owners to provide homes," 
said Ms. Bruntlett. 
Dogs and cats are 15 to 40 
times more prolific than 
humans. Each year ap-
proximately $125 million · is 
spent to shelter ownerless 
animals and another $100 
million is spent to destroy un-
wanted animals. ' 
Members of the Cheney 
Spay and Neuter Progr~m 
raise funds by sponsoring rum-
mage sales and depositing the 
generated revenue in a bank 
account from which subsidy 
funds will be withdrawn: 
The next sale scheduled by 
the group wilJ be held in the 
Cheney City Hall, May 20-22 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
••we need people to donate 
items for our sale and 
shoppers to buy them," said 
Ms. Bruntlett. Plants and 
baked goods will also be ~old 
at the benefit sale. . 
Pet owners · who wish to 
q~alify for the spay and neuter 
service for low, and limited in-
comes can call 235-4509, 235-
. 6113 or 235-6931 for fnforma-
tion. 
Also, persons who wish to 
donate items for the rummage 
sales should call the numbers 
listed above. · 
· - · · • · ~May 6, 1976 
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"t.)nexpected Profit Sought By 
~ , . ---PUB, Bookstore ·Managers 
By Ken Fornoff 
Staff Writer 
Unexpected bookstore 
profits totaling over $15,000 
are being sought by both the 
bookstore manager and the 
director of the PUB. 
Traditionally, 75 per cent of 
EWSC bookstore profits have 
been used to help subsidize the 
PUB. This arrangement was 
made after the PUB wa,s con-
structed and Isle Hall (the 
bookstore location) ceased to 
be the student union buildir1g. 
Since other school funds 
were unavailable to ·complete 
paying for Isle Hall, students 
have continued to pay for the 
,uilding via Services and Ac:. 
l.ivities fees. 
Because the bookstore is 
loc:ated in Isle Hall, the Board 
of Trustees recommended that 
$30,000 a year or 75 per cent pf 
the profits would be used to 
subsidize the PUB, according 
to former AS President Tom 
Hampson. 
Eventually, the Bookstore 
Advisory Committee decided 
to drop the PUB subsidy in 
favor of prov,iding students 
with a discount on books. 
Newly elected AS President 
Jerry Howe felt the Bookstore 
May 6, 1976 
Advisory Committee was mis-
led when it decided in favor of 
a book discount. 
· .. The situation was 
presented as an either/or 
choice then," said Howe. 
.. Either a bookstore discount 
or a PUB subsidy. The com-
mittee made its decision under 
a · misleadingly represented 
situation." 
.. I'll be just as happy as the 
next person if they discount all 
of the money and have no 
profit,., said PUB Director 
Curt Huff. 
..But if there is a profit, I 
want 75 per cent of it for the 
.PUB," added Huff. The situa-
tion should not be 'either' stu-
dent discounts ·or' PUB sub-
sidy. It should be both." 
::'! -~ 
✓ a: -.:;: 
Ai The bookstore's projected budget for 1974-75 indicated 
no profit was likely after stu-
dent discounts. Therefore, no 
money would go ~o the PUB. 
A solution to the problem is 
still being sought by the 
Bookstore Advisory Com-
mittee. An audit of the college bookstore showed an unexpected $15,000 
profit after _allowing a five per cent discount on student book sales. 
A bookstore audit showed 
an unanticipated $15,000 
profit was generated through 
book sales even after allowing 
a five per cent discount for . 
students. 
Bookstqre Manager Gerald · 
Douglas said that if budget es-
timates at the beginning of the 
year were more accurate, there 
would be no leftover profits. 
In a memo to the Bookstore 
Committee, Douglas 
recommended that the unan-
ticipated profits be used for 
bookstore equipment and eye-
appealing extras. He thought 
this arrangement would 
benefit more students · than if 
the PUB used the money. 
. . ' 
The Cheney Newsstand 
ANNOUNCES 
A change from Groceries to a New and Complete Arts & Crafts Center 
to compliment present News, School Supplies, Film Service, Book & 
Magazines, All Occasion Cards, Records, Music Books & Accessories, 
Tabacco and Misc. Supplies. 
•···············································································  • 
: A 1~% Discount on Art Supplies to Students with SB Card. : 
, . • 
·········································••·••························~·········~ 
Houra: Mon.-Frl. 8:00-1:00, Sat.-Sun. 8-8 
Ellen Holmes-Owner 
' -, . . 
Co·me Save A Life 
FREE D.oa,uts & -~efreshments 
MAY 6th & 7th 
8:30 a.m. til.1 ·3:30 ·p.m. 
PUB Room 121 
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Concert Review 
Guitarist'sSucc.essEa:rned 
By Ray Spanjer 
Entertainment Editor 
After many years of work 
with the British rock entity, 
Humble Pie, four solo albums 
and countless global tours, 
· Peter Frampton has earned his 
place among today's top rock 
greats. 
The 'pretty power rocker's' 
. concert last Wednesday in the 
Spokane Coliseum proved that 
1976 is bis year. 
Recent Success lne•itable 
Fq1mpton has been packing 
halls across the nation this 
Frampton's finally making it. 
His talent and audience appeal 
is startling. By the end of his 
two-hour set here, he had the 
entire crowd moving, singing 
and clapping in a sea of excited 
frenzy. 
Wright Opened Show 
King of keyboards, Gary 
Wright, led off the show. 
Appearing on stage with a 
mini-moog strapped around 
his neck, Wright danced across 
the stage singing h is syn-
copated My love ls Alive. 
Front-row; worshiping, 
adolsecent females showed 
their appreciation at the end of 
the song, sighing and 
screeching their approval to 
their idol. 
Fresh Audience Appeal 
A big part of Frampton's 
appea l comes from his 
appearance on stage. At 25, he 
emits a vibrant, inviting 
presence. 
Frampton's theory on stage 
is to come into a gig like a 
lamb and go out roaring like a 
lion ... and roar he did. 
., • year and his latest album, 
AppleJack (abo•e) will perform on the Mall Saturday during the Frampton Comes Alive has 
Wright is a master of the 
keyboards. His on-stage band 
is made up of three keyboards 
and a drummer, producing a 
sound that is strong, smooth 
and full. 
After' several other ballads 
like All I Want To Be and Do 
It Again One More Time he 
and his back-up band turned 
on the electricity. 
8th of May Celebration being staged here. recently hit number one on the · 
N B A II · d national charts. · 0 0 0 Ze 110We It's not hard to see why 
When he reached his current 
h.it, / Want You, there was 
madness in the auditorium. 8th of May 'Fun' Scheduled Finishing his nice-sounding . set with some songs off Dreamweaver, his latest a lbum, 
Wright yielded the stage to 
Frampton. The crowd didn't 
seem to mind his passing. 
His voice and wah-wah 
guitar solo sounded like an un-
derwater electric Jews harp. 
Final preparations are being 
made this week for Eastern 's 
2nd annual 8th of (outdoor in-
tercourse day) May celebra-
tion, which will be held this 
Saturday on campus. 
SARB Chairman Dan Clark 
and committee have kept busy 
lining up bands and other ac-
tivities for the 12-tiour celebra-
tion. 
Applejack, Moses, Roto 
and the recently billed Cisum 
will all be performing here 
Saturday. 
.Cisum, featuring Wayne 
Bell employs a jazz/soul type 
sound in their performance. 
All bands will be presented 
on the outside mall , weather 
permitting. 
Carnival rides will be set up 
on campus, including an oc-
topus and possibly a ferris 
wheel. There will also be con-
cession stands set up by 
various organizations and 
clubs. 
Contests and games, in-
cluding a co-ed tug of war 
match, will .be held. Free 
watermelon will be offered on 
the mall and a rare appearance 
by a wild Rainier Beer is 
expected. 
A wet T-shirt contest will 
also be held, with the wettest 
T-shirt and body inside of it 
going away with six rock and 
roll albums. 
Sign ups for both the tug-of-
war contest and the wet T-shirt 
contest are now being held in 
the A.S. Office, third floor 
PUB. 
Campus officials got 
together earlier this week to 
discuss what enforcement 
procedures they would employ 
if participants in the celebra-
- tion decide to put themselves 
under the influence of things 
other than the music and 
festivities . 
Quoting the Washington 
State Law concerning alcohol 
consumption, Campus 
Disciplinary Officer Al Ogden 
said that "we would not ignore 
the law of the land, and even 
though it could get messy, we 
will enforce the law of the 
land." 
Ogden was referring to 
about eight campus safety ·of-
ficers, various student 
patrolmen and al least four 
Cheney Policemen who will be 
stationed on campus and on 
the outskirts of campus on the 
8th. 
''This isn't going to be a 
beer bust", Ogden warned. "If 
1he intent is to have a big beer 
bust, then go out and rent a 
farm or resort. Get the hell out 
of here. Don't do it at our 
expense, because it makes 
mockery of all the rules and 
regulations that the state lays 
down". 
Ogden said that if the crowd 
is not responsive to attempts 
to enforce state law, then the 
ATTENTION HONDA OWNERS! 
WESTSIDE HONDA 
PRE-SEASON TUNE UP SPECIAL 
*ENGINE TUNE UPS 
90cc or leu $9.95 
100-350 alnglea $12.50 
125-500 twin• $18.00 · 
350-1000 foura $19.95 
"ONE DAY SERVICE" 
At Westside Honda you get fast friendly service at a reasonable price. Call 
today or better yet come in, we have a showroom full of 1976 Honda's com-
petitively priced and a few 1975 Models at substantial savings. 
FINANCING AVAILABLE 
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY 
WESTSIDE HONDA 
CHENEY, WA. 235-8811 
• Prices are for labor only, parts & tax additional 
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bands will be asked to quit as a 
last resort. 
In a closing statement, he 
said that he felt sure the 
students would act responsi-
ble. "It is my contention that 
there won't be a wide spread of 
people who bring in the booze, 
as long as they are informed 
about the ru les." 
"So we'll just give it our best 
shot, and if our best shot 
doesn't work, then this will 
probably be the last 8th of 
May celebration." Ogden said. 
The non-alcohol celebration 
begins at 12 noon and runs un-
til early Sunday morning. 
Walking onto the stage with 
his patented ear-to-ear grin, 
Frampton started off his part 
of the evening with some solo-
acoustic tunes. 
Smooth Voice 
Peter displayed his smooth, 
fresh, silk-like voice in Baby, I 
love Your Wa:Y, the high point 
of the set. 
Guitar Solo Clean 
Frampton's expertise on the 
· guitar is not particularly 
amazing. His solos are usually 
short, not lightening fast and 
not that tough. What the solos 
do have going for them is a lot 
of human feeling. 
Frampton was voted 
Britian's "Face of '68," and it · 
looked Wednesday like he 
hadn 't lost his unwanted title. 
More numbers followed and 
Frampton walked off.the stage 
to a roar from the crowd. The 
audience quickly persuaded 
him to return for an encore. 
.. Well, it's time for audience 
Unique Photography 
participation" he said ... What 
would you like to hear?" 
The decision was nearly un-
animous Jumping Jack Flash. 
Exhibit ion At Eastern 
• • • • !. . • 
• • • • • • • 
. I . . • • 
• • • • • . • 
• • -
• 
• I • I • 
• 
Above is a work rom Robert 
Lloyd's Photo exhibition en-
titled, Ten Best Cities For 
Blacks. The exhibit is sh.owing 
through May 14th at Eastem's 
Gallery of Art. 
Photo and Design at Eastern, 
as well as exploring photo art. 
His exhibit shows the con-
-ditions the majority of the 
black population across the 
nation live in. 
Lloyd's motivation for this 
exhibit was an article that 
appeared in Ebony magazine 
describing the ten best cities 
for blacks. The' photographs in 
the Ebony article W<tre 
cityscapes showing prosperqus 
downtown areas with mod rn 
skyscrapers. 
"If these are among the best 
cities in America for blacks," 
Lloyd said, "then · I can im-
agine what conditions must be 
·like for blacks in the rest of 
America." 
Lloyd's photos dig deep into 
the crust of such cities as 
Washington D.C., Chicago, 
Los Angeles and all 
metropolitan areas across the 
country, revealing the need for 
social and economic integra-
tion in these communities. 
The exhibition hours are 
from 9 to 5 p.m. 
The 9nly Onion 
that do·esn1t leave 
an after-taste! 
W ·302 W. Riverside 
Spokane, Wash. 
The Easterner 
In today's rock-and-roll 
scene, the emergence of Peter 
Frampton as a huge figure is a 
refreshing change. 
Two Way Respect 
There is no gap between per-
for mer and audience when 
Frampton hits the stage. The 
audience respects him and he 
respects his audience. 
-Peter Frampton made a 
strong stable performance at 
the Spokane Coliseum last 
Wednesday. His recent success 
and popularity is being felt 
across the country with the 
IMUance ~f bis latest album 
Frampton Comes Alive. 
May 6, 1976 
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On Campus Ente_rtainment 
May 6-22-Art Exhibition, BLACK LlFE, Monroe 
Hall Gallery, 9-5 p.m. 
May 6-22-Play, LIFE WITH FATHER, College 
Theater, Thur., Fri. and Sat., 7:30 p.m. 
May 6-14-Photography showing by BOB LLOYD, 
Eastern Gallery of Art, 8-5 p_.m. · 
May 7-Outdoor Music, 8th OF MAY PRE-FEST. 
sponsored by KEWC-FM, Campus Mall, all day. 
Mav H-9-A.S. Film, AIRPORT '75, PUB, .7:30 p.m. 
Ma'y 8-OUTDOOR INTERCOURSE DAY, 
featuring various activities, concerts and games all day 
on the mall. 
Mav 9-Junior Student Recital, NYLA 
HENDERSON, Music Buildin~ Recital Hall. 8:15 p.m. 
Mav 9-Joint Student Recital, ROBERT WURZ-
Tr~mpei and WAYNE CHRISTOPHERSON-
.Trombone, Music Building Recital Hall, 3 p.m. 
May 11-EWSC SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT, 
Sh~walter Auditorium, 8; 15 p.m. 
May 12-A.S. Film, PSYCHO, PUB, 7:30 p.m. 
May 12-Film Series, IN OUR FATHERS TIME, 
Patterson 1002, Noon. 
May 12-Joint Graduate Recital, BETTY AGENT-
Vioioa and DA YID HAWKINS-Oboe, Music Building 
Recital Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
Off Campus Entertainment 
H.P. RY A TT ....................... El Patio, Stateline 
STARBUCK ........... ~ ........ Judge's Chambers 
SHADY LADY ................. Goofy's, Spokane 
JUNIOR CADILLAC ................ Old Smokeshop 
MINSTREL STRING GUILD ........ Old Smokeshop, 
Mon., Tue. 
BERt BELL QUARTET .Dr. John's Jazz Emporium 
May 7-Folk Singer, GARY OWSLEY, Fort Wright 
College Music Hall, 8 p.m. 
Mav 7-SPOKANE JUNIOR SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA, Spokane Falls Community College, 8 
p.m. 
May 7-Concert, Bluegrass Group-SWEET 
MOMENTS, 2nd City Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
May 8-Concert, NORMA ZIMMER of the Lawrence 
Weik Show, Spokane Opera House, 7:30 p.m. 
May IO-BALLET FOLK OF MOSCOW, SFCC Per-
forming Arts Auridorium, 8 p.m. 
. 
At Col/sos Theater 
Life 'N'ith Father Premieres 
Life With Father, a three act 
comedy about an 
authoritarian household in the 
Victorian Age, will premiere 
tonight at 7:30 in the EWSC 
Theater. 
The play, written by 
Howard Lindsay and Russel 
Crouse, was produced in New 
York in the late )O's. 
It had one of the longest 
runs in New York. Over 3,000 
performances were staged in 
it's opening run, testifying to 
it's huge popularity ·and 
success . 
The play is currently being 
revived across the country, 
partly because of it's humor 
and partly because it is ap-
propriate to the bicentennial 
year. 
The comedy's plot revolves 
around the Victorian head of a 
large household in the l 880's. 
Cast as the father is drama 
faculty member Norman 
Boulanger. His wife, Vinnie, is 
played by Annette Whitish. 
outsmart hirtf:·" 
The play .tt; directed by 
drama professor Harold 
Stevens. 
Life With Father is Stevens' 
last production with the 
department after 30 years of 
teacfiing and directing 
numerous plays for the 
college. 
The couple has four 
children-Clarence, John, 
Whitney and Harlan who are 1 
played by Frank Bayman, 
Additional performances 
will be on every Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday at 7:30 
p.m. The comedy runs through 
May 22nd. 
General admission is $2. 
Eastern students may pick up 
a free student tickets at the 
PU 8 information desk. All 
seats are reserved. 
K e v i n D a v i s , G e r a I d Pictured above is the leading family from the play, Life With 
Alldredge and Patrick McDer- Father now plaving at the EWSC College Theatre. From left to 
mott. · right i~ Gerald Alldredge, Frank Bayman, Annette Whitish, Kevin 
Humor is plentiful in the , Davis and Norman Boulanger. Seated below is Patrick McDer-
comedy as the father tries to mott. 
hide from his very religious .. -------------111111111!!~-~-..--~---. 
wife the fact that he has never I N p E RSO N been baptized. 
Through the play he tries to 
run the household and 
children with an iron hand but 
his clever wife always seems to 
DisaSter Films Showing 
The twin air-disaster films, 
Airport and Airport I 9 7 5, will 
be shown in the PUB on Sun-
pilot by helicopter into the dis-
abled craft. 
day and Monday. No Satur- · This classic survival film 
day film will show because of stars Charlton Heston, Karen 
the 8th of May celebration. Black and George Kennedy. 
In Airport /975. a private The original Airport, based 
airplane pilot suffers a heart on the bestselling novel by 
attack while flying and com- Arthur Hailey, revolves 
mits an unwilling kamikaze act around the crew and 
on an airborne 747. passengers of a bomb-
sabotaged airliner. 
The crash blasts a gaping This picture reveals the fast-
hole in the nose of the giant, moving airpor~ scene beneath 
sucking the co-pilot into the the layer of functional order 
blue and seriously injuring the and rigid formalities. 
senior pilot. Each subject is personally 
The Academy Award-
winner stars George Kennedy, 
Dean Martin and Burt Lan-
<.:aster. 
The Sunday and Monday 
7:30 double showings are open 
to the public. Admission is 
50c. 
The ·chief Stewardesses are disected in this thriller of 
forced to take controls of the .-h.u.m.a.n .... iniiiitiiiier.e.st_a.nd ... s.u.sp .. e.n.s.e •. --------------. 
wounded plane, relying on in- REMEMBER ~•~•.. &w,•· . 
struciions from the pilot and ~ ~ 
tower. ~ IS COMING 
Finally an attempt is made 
Get your 
to rescue the plane and Hallmark Carda a Fiu-H-Stover Candy 
passen ers b airliftin a new 
LANDS .END 
WITH THIS COl!JPON 
FIRST PITCHER 
tor $1.25 
NO COVER CHA ROE on TUN., Wed., Thur. 
OWL 
PHARMACY 
120 'F' St. New phone: 235-8441 
Boogie CapHol of the North WNt 
.LANDS . END TAVERN ~ DI 
PRESENTS 
Almost Anything Goes Contest on Wednesday 
Thursday is LADIES HIGHT ... 
S. 174 Howard 25c Wine FREE ADMISSION I Spokane 
Mav 6, 1976 
• Iii ' • ~ ..,• ' l 




The Voices of Young America • 
Walter Schumann H. R. Poindexter Jack Halloran 
JOHN HOUSEMAN 
.SPOKANE OPERA HOUSE 
Thurs . , May 13- 8:00 p .m . 
. $850 $750 $650 
Prices: 1 1 
Tickets · Opera House, Coliseum & all M & M Ticket 
Agencies. 
For mall orders : Coliseum Box Office 
1101 N. Howard St. 
Spokane. WA 99201 
Money orders with self-addressed stamped envelope. 
For information call 328-4835. 
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By Da,e Stocker 
Sports W.rlter - , 
Men's softball completed 
the first half of their spring 
season with only two un-
defeated teams. The Middle 
Digits lead the Eastern Divi-
sion with a perfect 10-0 record. 
In Southern Division action, 
Rush and the Smackers are 
deadlocked at 7-3, and Little 
Deuce Coupe heads the 
Northern division with a 9-1 
record. 
The Midwest league fi°nds 
the Masterbatters on top at 7-
0, while the Morrison Flyers 
are one-half game ahead of 
Wool in the Central Division 
with a 7-1 mark. In Northwest 
Division play, the M.F.V.'s 
and Crazy S's are tied with 7-1 
records. 
The ·fir~t half "Hapless 
Team Award" goes to that fine 
bunch of fellows comprising 
the squad sponsored by The 
Easterner, who finish~d the. 
first round with a perfect 0-8 
record .. 
Bowling results from last 
week find NA IA gaining first 
place in the National League 
with 38' points, with the Doc-
tors of Pakalolo in second with 
35 points. Gary George rolled 
the week's high game at 214 
pins, , and George also took 
series honors with a 522 series. 
In women's action, Sharon 
Kubojiri netted high game 
with a 162, but Kathy Felsman 
edged Kubojiri for high series 
honors with a 414-412 victory. 
Women's softball continued 
their high-scoring action with 
some close games last week. 
Snafu remained unbeaten with 
Sunday Car Wash 
to Aid Grapplers 
A car wash will be held this 
Sunday to help fund Eastern 
wrestling standouts Lanny 
Davidson and Mike Reed's 
wrestling tour this summer of 
Japan and Korea. 
The car wash will begin at 
.11 a.m. at Al's Chevron and a 
donation of $1.50 per car will 
be asked. 
Davidson and Reed, who 
are reigning national wrestling 
champions, will tour the Far 
East as members of an NAIA-
AA U cultural exchange team 
from June 14 to July 20th. The 
tea"1 is made up of national 
wrestling champions. 
Davidson made the trip last 
year and /finished wjth a 12-1 
mark. He was the only 
returnee named to the squad 
and is a team captain. 
a 22-1 route of the 
Moonshiners. The Shockers 
defeated Cloud Nine 22-3, and 
IM UA squeeked out a narrow 
9-8 decision from Cloud Nine. 
Party Pak ~nded the week's ac-
1:ion with a I 0-0 decision over 
FU BAR. 
In the week's softball ·ac-
tion-
Snafu 25, Sponsors 
2-Home runs by Mag Castle, , 
Debie Chard, Kelly .Hancock, 
and Sue Myers highlighted a 
nine run Snafu first inning and 
sparked the victory. 
Blowheads f3-IO, Bust-n-
Balls 11-9-An eight-run 
fourth inning wiped out an 11-
5 Bust-n-Balls lead and 
secured the Blowhard victory. 
Nightcap action saw the 
Blowhards entering the bot-
tom of the fifth down 4-3. But 
- a single by Rick Beebe and a 
following two-run homerun by 
Gary Johnson provided the 
winning runs for Blowhard. 
Wool 5, Morrison Flyers 
3-A two-run homerun by 
Rich Gentz with Brent 
Wooten on first opened the 
fourth inning for Wool, and 
some tight defense in the fifth 
secured the victory for the 
sheepmen. 
Riflery competition closes 
it's entry pre-registration 
tomorrow, May 7. Entries can 
be submitted in the Intramural 
Office, Room 252 of Phase I. 
Men's and women's singles 
for the tennis competition find 
their entry date also as May 
19. Prospective tennis com-
petitors should get those ,en-
tries in now. Also, . find 
yourself a coed partner and 
enter the coed double tourna-
ment to be scheduled 
following the completion of 
the varsity tennis season. 
Dr. Pat Whitehill defeated a 
determined Paul Stredwick 21-
18 to take the championship of 
the Men's .. A'' Racquetball 
tournament held last week. 
Bernie Loeffers won the .. B" 
division by downing Al 
Defelice, and Dennis Rogers 
came in third in the ab-
breviated double-elimination 
tournament. 
Quote of the Week 
-(Boston Red Sox pitcher Bill 
Lee, on grain deals and planned 
parenthood) "I believe in 
feeding all people, but with 
every sack of wheat we ought to 
send a few hundred dozen con-
traceptives." 
. . 
Ea(ile Woes. Continue _ 
Warriors Bla,s-t Eastern 
By Jim Waggoner 
Sports Editor 
The odds for Eastern 
success were minimal Saturday 
when nationally ranked NAIA 
power Lewis-Clark State (38-
7) pulled out of Lewiston's 
enterprising baseball country 
and invaded Cheney for an 
afternoon doubleheader. 
But Eagle seniors Steve 
Meyers, Greg Wallace and 
Darryl ·Rice forced the District 
I playoff-bound Warriors to 
drive home in anything but an 
overconfident mood. 
Despite the slugfest L-C 
sweep, 12-3 and 13-8, 
·Eastern 's veteran trio per-
formed competitively in their 
collegiate home finale. 
, 
EW Stuns Cougars 
. ~ ; ., ., . 
Conference all-star repeater, ..  
hit a towering seventh inning 
home-run to cut into L-C's 
huge 12-1 opener lead. They 
wouldn't throw lo him in the 
next game and he drew several 
base-on-balls. 
Wallace, still hobbled· by a 
1 pre-season knee injury and the 
sole four-year member of the 
squad, ripped a solo hon:ier in 
the nightcap. His blast greeted 
; relief pitcher Brian Hamagami 
to open the fifth. 
And Rice, the 6-0, 250 
· catcher from Colorado who 
had thrown out a Warrior 
base-runner and singled in the 
EXTRA BASES .. . Wallace has 
already made arrangements to r,lay 
1 summer ball near his Vancouver, W a. 
home ... Greg calls this season "a dis-
appointment" mainly because of his in-
jury which forced him to the sidelines 
extensiYely ... Pitcher Dean Hinchliffe 
saw a 5-2 Eagle lead disintegrate in the 
, seventh inning in his 6-5 loss last 
I Thursday. A passed ball and several poorly-hit singles shattered his victory 
bid before several professional scouts in 
, Lewiston ... Snyder quit school for 
financial reasons . .. Doerninger, a 
quiet junior first-baseman from Renton, 
collected two hits in each of the four 
Eagle setbacks to L-C State ... Cen-
tral will challenge the Warriors in the 
1 upcoming best-of-three District I 
playoffs ... Ramon Hooker's Warriors 
rate as heaYy f ,no rites ... 
second game before being "'""CIIIIIIOIHlllre•c:r6·o·r::8:a1r11131 ejected by the home-plate um- ,::, 1 
pire after a heated debate, in- •m•IIIIIIIIIIIIIT•ll-111111111111111111' 
terjected savvy and spirited 
enthusiasm to~ skidding 12-20 L-C: State ... 009 030 0-12 8 I 
b 11 1 Eastern ... IOI 000 2-3 10 2 · a C ub. Tim Bt:hier, Brad Darrow (6) and 
It was a severe lack of Garr y S a dy . John Pelloello, T i m 
Greg Wallace and Dean : P!tching depth which most ob- Greenwood (3), John Hadikin (5) and 
Hinchliffe sparked Eastern . v10.usly' plagued Coac~ Ed Sa~1i1~0~~~.' ~~~?IM~ii~?)jost Wof-
Washington to a season-ending Chissus Ea.gles.. ~ pair of ford 2. Dompisr, Forge 2, Evans. 
8-S upset ,ictory- over ' ge.nerous third mnmgs com- EWSC- Chalmcrs 2. Yonago , Myers, 
Washington State Universitv pltcated matters. Hancock, Dot:dlinger 2, Van Doran , 
Tuesdav in Pullman. · With the pitching staff just Zuher. Worth . HR- Dompisr. Forge 
The · Eagles, who were about exhausted after another 2• Meyers. 
cancelled out of yesterday's Warrior twin-bill sweep, 14-1 ; L-c- state ······· .. · ··· · 218 200 1•14 14 5 
h d , . h . Eastern . ..... . ...... . .... 003 023 0-8 12 4 scheduled twin bill with Ida o, and 6-5, last Thurs ay mg t m Rogers Bills, Brian Hamagami (S), 
closed their season at 13-20. ' Lewiston, Chissus had to go to Dennis Steinbock (7) and Sady, Bo 
Plagued by a series of de-
vastating injuries which has 
depleted an already modest 
roster, the young Eagles 
needed leadership against the 
mature Warriors, who out-
score EWSC 24-0 in 
scholarships. The three seniors 
provided it. 
Meyers, a likely Evergreen 
Wanda Leads 
Rifle Victory 
a rookie-infested bullpen after Commings (6). Eldon Hancock. Miles 
. ace John Pettoello suddenly Mar4t1e1. (J), Davs C ullen (3) and 
found himself in trouble in the · Rice. Worl h <3>. 
I lits: L-C Stale-M aurer 2, Jost , 
opene·r. Sady J. Wolford 2, Mason 2, Dom-
When Pettoello was chased pier. Niv e n, F orge 2 . 
in the third, the Warriors con- EWSC- Doerllinger 2, Brown 3, Han-
tinued to roll and, aided by cock 2. W,tllace 2, Plucker, Rice, 
Worth . II R- Wallace, Sady. 
lethargic outfield play, EasternWash ... lOOOOOO-l74 
pounded in nine runs for an in- · l.ewis-Clark St ... 250 032 1-14 14 1 
surmountable lead. Steve Myers, Pani Bolin (S) and 
Talented L-C catcher Gary Sam Worth . To m Kammer and Gary 
Sady's round-tripper opening Sady. 
the third frame of the second 11 it s : !.:-C h a lmer s , Myer s 2 · 
Snyder, Docrllinger 2, Worth. L-
ga me set the tone for a C- Jost 2,Sady 4, Wofford2,Mason 
deciding eight-run surge. · 2, Dumpier, Niven, F org e 2 . 
Three-time All-American Amidst the statistical debri s IIR - h>rgc. . 
Wanda Oliver · led Eastern Easter suprisingly fared well. Eastern Wash··· 002 000 .l-S 6 2 
Washington to its I Ith straight Both clubs collected 22 safties Lewis-Clark st ·· · OIO OOI 4-6 8 4 
Dea n Him:hliffe and Darryl Rice. 
Grand Silver Chalice trophy for the day while each was Jerry Schmidt and Sady, Bo Com-
last Sunday in the season- guilty of six errors. mings (7 ). 
closing Inland Empire Rifle_. ....... .-----------.... ~---------
Conference competition. 
Oliver, recently named for 
the third consecutive year to 
the All-American Small-Bore 
Rine team , used a borrowed 
rifl_e to win the aggregate title 
with 284x300. EWSC was the 
overall champion and cap-
tured the league title with 
I 086x 1200 on international 
target. 
Overall team- I, EWSC. 2, Idaho Navy, 3, 
Idaho Army. 4, Washington State. 5, Gon-
zaga. 
Aggre~ate lndh·idual- 1, Wanda Oliver 
(EWSC J 284, 2, Grant Young (EWSC) 276. 
3, Dave Hallock (Idaho Army) 268. 4, Mike 
Rremel (Idaho Navy) 265. 5, "Max Oliver 
(EWSCJ 264. 
Prone champion- Don Williams ( Norih 
Idaho J 99x I 00. Standing- Young ( EWSC) 
88. Kneeling- Wanda Oliver (EWSC) 98. 
Motorola's Dynamite 
Car 8-Tracks 
Breaks the sound barrier two ways 
Model TF756S . Under dash 8- track/ 
FM combina tion . POW•R•BOOST '. 
Loca l-distance switch . Fas t Forward . sgggs 
speake,s and 
ins1alla11an extra 
Engin_e Tune-Up SpeclaQJ 
Includes Installation of eight $ 3 7. s·o WITH 
Now At ... 
Ll OYDS SALES & SERVICE 
Autolite spark plugs, Motorcraft T 1:11 S 
point set and Motorcraft con-
denser. Fours, sixes and solid state • c ·ouPON 
Ignitions even less. Econollnes 
slightly higher. Total Special Price-Para and Labor 
· soUND BOX 
RATCLIFFE· FORD 
(Expfres 5/31 /76) 
N. 1233 Division 
Terms• Free Parking 
326-0690 
BANK CARDS WELCOME 
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To Spend or Not to Spend 
PRO Defense Bud et CON 
Editor's note: The following pro-con S- -20, expected to be aimed at T he Pentagon's rebut tal to proposals 
argument on national defense spending Western Europe and hina. for reductions in the defense budget are 
were re earched and written by ovict gro und forces have grown to claims th '1t the in ternational situation 
A sociate Editor Sunni Freyer. The in- I. 7 million troop organi ed into 168 is un ettled and an over-dramatization 
formation and opinions included in the di i ion s. The unit have been of preceived milita ry threats. ertainly, 
articles were collected from local faculty eq uipped with new and larger numb rs consultation i a far better remedy than 
interviews, political magazine articles of tanks and ther weapons. Total con frontation . 
and a recent feature in the Spokesman militar trcngth is e tim ated at 4.4 en. Edward Kennedy tated the 
Rel'ie 11· 1111da_i Mqgazine. million in uniform, not including argument for red uction of defense ar-
bo rder guards, internal ecurity f rce n,ament ucc,·nctly· "Peace abroad /\ pector i haunting Europe: not · 
1he spcctor of ommuni m evoked in I or reserve · must begin with peace at home. Our 
these famous word by Karl Marx in ' The air for e of the o iet ni n c·1pacity to deal with any Soviet 
and o ther War aw Pact nations are ·1·t I II d t 1· · I 4 , but t he pector of Soviet 1111 1 ar c , a enge oes no 1e 111 a 
bei ng modernized and have increa cd co111n·1r1·son of r·1w stat·, t,·cs of budgets hegcmon . Tha t p ctor ari e from the ,,, • < 
in strength . incc 1968, the number f t)r n, anp wer It does not 1·,e ,·n a stead expan. ion of the military power · 
or the oviet state. tacti ·al aircraft has rown fr m 1,300 rr liferi1tion or arms race ' which may 
10 more than ,000. t II d ·t A d "t But it remain , contingen t upo n the ac ua y re ucc ou r ecun y. n I cer-
T he ovict Nav has bee me the t · I d t 1· · ti p t ' fa ltaing of American purpo e, as a111 oe no 1e in 1e en agon s 
world ' - large t with 225 maJ·or surface con t ·111ual exaggerat,·on of Sov,·et merica, wounded by the internal 
Ira ai l and e ternal etbacks of the past co mbat sh ips and more th an 300 ub- ·trength and its depreciation of our 
marine . own " decade, become preoccupied with it · 
internal problems and internal di- Fa ed with the cha llenge of Soviet "Our capacity to negotiate rests with 
ision . power and de ires for hegemony the the resurgen e of a healthy American 
administration rightly want to boo t economy for ourselves and for others Soviet military power may be - · 
employed directly for intervention or pending on new weapons and other It means renewed commitment to 
militar mea ure next year and for soc·1al J. ust,·ce and compass,·on a :eizure, but is more likely to be ' • 
e plaited indirectly to extract political, yea r beyond. renewal of our democratic spirit." 
economic, or military concessions. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld The future in ternational environ-
To avo id uch concess ion s, put it this way: "The crucial issue is ment suggests tha t international in-
whether the United States is still able to t t" ·11 b I deterence through counter-vailing erac 10n wt ecome more comp ex. 
meet it international responsibilities. Son,e of the ,·mp1 ·1cat·1ons of ,·ncreased militar power remains an indispen- The nation must a lso ask itself whether · t d d f ·1 able requirement. 111 er epen ence or our secun y are 
the United States will have a sufficient fair ly clear. 
The outcome of the decade ahead military capab ilit y for defense, The power and dominance of the 
ill depend on the role the United deterrence and deten te in the future if two superpowers should decline in 
States a umes, on its abi lity to attain the. e adver e trends co ntinue. Thi rela ti ve importance. Nuclear parity 
renewed consensus and common pur- budget ays it will not and we must should tend to diminish the po. ,tical 
po e, and on its willingness to maintain work to change the trend. " significance of our nuclear weapot, . 
a sufficient margin of military power to G rant ed def en e spending is a Both powers wi ll not only have to 
pre erve a military balance in tho e sec- significan t facto r in the economy. It i a continue to get along with each other, 
tor of the Ea tern Hemisphere vital to ver big compo nent of total nation al but al o pay more attention to getting 
our ecurity. production and it has been a large part along with the new emerging power 
Un le s there is a reverse of the teady of th e whole expansion of th e cen ters in Western Europe, Japan and 
American economy since World War Ch in a. 
: lide in thi country's military sta nding 
the Un ited State may not be able to I I. The necessity for interdependence 
co unter Ru ian milita ry move and But the key que lion is not whether dictate that we stop trying to beat each 
defense money might better be pent on other to death I nteract,·on and ,·n 
negotiation on arm control may fi z- · -
1 something else, but whether we should terdependence can· only flourish in a 
Le. hold down defen e spending for either peacefu l environment. 
The strength and readiness of U.S . economic o r ecurity reasons. World peace can never come about 
military forces has been decl ining si nce On both coun ts the answer is no. We un til the US and other developed 
the Vietnam War. At the same time, should spend on defense what is needed nations divert much of their military 
Mo cow ha been adding military mus- fo r defense. T he economy can be spending to economic and food aid 
cle at what is viewed as an alarming adjusted, after temporary dislocation, programs. _ 
rate . to ei ther defense cuts or increases over This coun try must learn quick ly that 
T his is the picture outlined in the the long haul. na tion al security in a world of h'unger 
Defense Department's annual report Power remains the ultimate sanction · and injustice cannot be found through 
on the U.S. milita ry posture: in dea ling with potential confli ct. mi lit ary strengt h . It must come 
America's 8-52 bomber fleet and Where power exists and is respected it through a combination of long-term 
missile submarines, front-line weapons will not have to be exercised. Through disarmament a nd international, 
in maintaining the nuclear balance with power, one can deter the initiation of economic, and social development. 
the Soviet Union, are aging and in an unfavorable chain of events. M ain t anance of conve ntion al 
danger of losing their effectiveness. To be sure, mi litary power is not the milit ary estab lishments deprives 
Ground troops lack sufficient only form of power but it remains an developing natio ns of dollars and 
numbers of tanks, missiles and other irreproachable element in the total mix resources essential to development. 
weapons and equipment. of power; without it, the disadvan- We just cannot have peace in a star-
A growing line of ships are waiting tageous in events would be swift and vi ng world, no matter how much 
f"or overhaul. sure. money we spend on defense. Unfor-
More and more fighter and other lu nately, instead of increasing our food 
tactica l planes are being grounded for Certai nly the United States has an an d eco nomic ai d to developing 
· lack of spare parts. enormous burden within herself, but in nations we are decreasing it in favor of 
The s tockpil es of am munition no way will we be able to remedy our increased defense spending. 
nece sa ry to conduct modern war are internal problem or cope with external An estimated fi ve million people in 
-; hort. ones by being weak . developing nations will starve and 
By contrast the Soviet Union is out- .------------"'""!!~----. 
stripping the United States in an a ll-out 
military build-up. By next summer the 
Soviet lead over the U.S. in strategic 
mi . siles will total more than 600 with 
1,500 land-based missi les for Russia to 
1,054 for the U.S. and 840 submarine-
ba. ed miss ile for Russia to 656 for the 
nited States. America wi ll still hold a 
lead in strategic bombers, but the gap is 
narrowing. 
Moscow i. replacing older land-
based mis ile · with four new models, 
and is arming it subm arine with a 
new missile, the SS-N-8, which has 
al most twice the range of the top U.S. 
/ crs1on . 
The Russians have developed a new l...._ _ _. ____ __,jL...-.... ~-'-...J..~---' 
mobile intermediate ra nge missile, the 
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another 460 million will stand on the 
brink of starvation this year while this 
na tion spend less than a tenth of one 
per cent of it gross national product 
on fo reign food and economic aid. 
Meanwhile, our Defense department 
this year will outspend the entire 
United Nations Food Program annual 
budget every 14 hour . 
Food aid dropped from 18 mi ll ion 
tons in 1964 to about four million tons 
in 1974. In the total U.S. federa l 
budget. 55 to 59 cen ts of every dollar is 
requested annu ally for military spen-
ding. 
Un less there i a dra tic and timely 
alteration in federal allocation , the 
chao that will resul t in the world from 
starvation will result in worldwide 
economic disaster, political chaos and 
war along with a moral degeneration of 
American people. 
Although out of Vietnam, this na-
tion is spending more money on the 
military than ever and there are no 
sign of this practice letting up. 
Military strength in the U.S. today is 
so great that increasing defense 
budgeting is an absurd proposal. 
By mid-1974 the U.S. had almost 8,-
000 long-range nuclear warheads, com-
pared to 2,600 for the Soviet Union. 
Only iOO to 400 hydrogen bombs could 
destroy a third of the Soviet population . 
and yet we are adding an estimated 
three hydrogen bombs to our arsenals 
each day. 
As of 1974, it was estimated we could 
de troy the Soviet Union's 219 major 
citie 36 times over. Even with a more 
lavish use of tax monies it is doubtful 
the Pen tagon will discover a way to kill 
people more than once. 
The United States and the Soviet 
Union today are estimated to have the 
nuclear equivalent of 10 tons of TNT 
for every man, woman and child on 
earth. 
This nation's nuclear stockpile in 
1974 was estimated by Sen. Stuart 
Symington to be the equivalent of 615,-
385 Hiroshima bombs. Yet the Defense 
department is demanding another $15 
billion for a new Trident submarine 
fleet and $92 billion for a fleet of Bl 
bombers. Such 9emands are ridiculous 
in light of our present military stan-
ding. 
This can only be blamed· on a 
tremendo usly politically powerful 
military-industrial complex which each 
year manages to ram through military 
budgets based more on jobs and profit 
than on defense needs. 
'The $1 .5 trillion spent on defense 
sinoe WWII has been a major cause of 
inflation because the sum has created 
neither goods nor services which con-
sumers can buy. 
A study by the Department of Labor 
found that every billion spent for 
education by state and local govern-
ment would generate I 04,000 jobs 
while every $1 billion spent by the Pen-
tagon would generate only 76,000 jobs. 
We must embark on a program of 
peace conversion to solve tj,e nation's 
social and economic needs. By conver-
ting our resources from military to 
other areas of ocia l need, we will be 
able to create more jobs and greatly in-
crease social benefit . 
We also will be turning political 
power in the nation away from the self-
serving military- industria.1 complex 
back into the hands of the people. 
The U.S. must stop making negative 
policies based on war, defense and mis-
trust if we are to be a cataly t for world 
peace. We mu t start guiding ourselve 
on policie of peace, trust and recon-
ci li a tion . Peace abroad begins ,with 
peace at home. 
May 6, 1976 
